GELnet is the new name for the high end ‘total school’ suite of tools originally created by GEL (and already a favourite with top language schools).

By keeping educational and admin data fresh, relevant and highly visible, it helps create a vibrant educational ecosystem, student-centric and buzzing with efficiency and interaction.

GELnet is powered by AIMS: a unique, highly reactive technology that allows teaching to remain targeted and student-specific.
Full diagnostics, over 30 full exams

GEL IELTS Prep opens access to a vast stock of 30 full GEL authored mock exams (15 Academic and 15 General). This wealth of materials magnifies the benefits of guidance and diagnostics: it enables each learner to practice any specific subject in depth, testing skills against varied, fresh material all the while.

Auto-link GEL content to your course

GELnet Study Companion is an outstanding resource that helps keep grammar practice closely connected to course work. It interactively serves over 2500 pages of grammar activities linked to carefully mapped content from 6 popular course books. Developed after more than 2 years of research, GELnet Study Companion showcases the unique power of GEL's AIMS technology: a highly reactive, relevant and useful way to keep independent study course-related.
Take more in with AIMS technology, unique to GEL

Improve your aim

With GELnet, you can customise your courses, lessons, documents, tests and study plans for each student. Teaching can become bespoke and responsive. With everything recorded online, both students and teachers can view, review and adjust learning at will.

Make the next step easier to find

GELnet encourages students’ independent study by linking it to their educational aims. Whether materials are offered based on test results, can-do statements, a class syllabus or the teacher’s personal recommendation, students always know what to do.

Keep the material as targeted as the delivery

With AIMS technology, GELnet helps your students take more in as you learn more about them.

GELnet helps you target specific needs through testing, tutorials, reports and other systems. AIMS addresses those needs by providing accurate content.

AIMS items are discrete and focused. You can mix or alternate content as you go, using GEL’s or your own. With GELnet and AIMS you can provide the right diagnosis and the right treatment.
Give your students all the handholding they need before and on arrival:

**GELnet placement test**

A guiding principle of GELnet is to help students get the most from their time in school. This starts with a placement test. You can upload and manage your own using our new AIMS writing system. Once you know your students’ strengths and weaknesses, you can prepare. The GELnet reporting system will help you set your classes up, prepare your staff with information about each student, and prepare your students with a targeted study plan.

All of these reduce last minute changes, making the student feel well-managed.

**GELnet preparation course**

Your students can then have access to a set of 5 skills-based lessons (adjusted to their results on the placement test, above), specially selected to help them consolidate their English and boost their confidence ahead of joining you.

**GELnet front desk**

Front Desk is a one-stop-shop for your schedule: input your events, calendar, social programme and timetable into GELnet and instantly the information becomes visible to students online or on their tablets and smartphones.

Change of plan? Quickly update and circulate changes. Your web portal, mobile app and school website can be updated simultaneously, and posters easily printed from attractive templates.

Front Desk is also an efficient way to remove stress from your school: it efficiently streamlines admin by making common admin processes and requests available online and on mobile devices.

Each student request can then be logged and addressed at an orderly pace – relieving staff and students of stressful activity Peaks or tedious break-time queuing.

Your school can then devote more time to focus on those who need a higher level of help – there are always a few.

The student interface for GEL’s Front Desk app is downloadable to Android and Apple mobile devices as part of your school’s student support services.
Good data makes for good decisions and easier inspections. GELnet’s online reporting facility quickly puts detailed and accurate information in the hands of even your non-technical staff. Because it is integrated within the GELnet ecosystem, progress tracking is automatic – so you can ensure that reporting is done correctly and on time.

It becomes easy to share information when you need to: with students, to nurture their sense of achievement; with agents, to show satisfaction; with teachers, to make lesson decisions; or with an accreditation inspector, as proof of your compliance.

Getting feedback weeks after your students have left is too late. With an online and mobile questionnaire facility, you get immediate feedback on the things that matter. You can tailor the system to highlight issues earlier on, so you have a chance to put things right quickly, and be remembered only for the care you took.
Give your students all the handholding they need during the course:

**GELnet flash point**

With GEL, your students gain unlimited free access to ‘Flash Point’ – our weekly news-sourced lesson.

Each week our writers research the news headlines for articles that will be accessible and of interest to a broad range of students. We then create a multi-level lesson around it.

If you want more, there’s already an extensive archive of material.

**GELnet test preparation**

GELnet contains test preparation modules for both IELTS and Cambridge main suite exams: FCE, CAE and CPE.

These offer a remarkably efficient way to track and improve your students’ state of preparation, by combining the benefits of AIMS targeted learning technology with outstanding material – in the case of the IELTS, we have content from 30 mock IELTS exams.

**after their course:**

**GELnet language maintenance course**

This part of the GELnet student services will become one of your school’s key assets, making your school popular long after you cease to have direct influence.

EFL Students invest heavily in your school but often struggle to maintain their English over time. With this course, you can help protect your students’ investment by helping them to maintain their English.

To ensure their long-term success after they leave you, as well as their gratitude and overall satisfaction with your school, you can offer them structured access to a skills-based course to maintain the level of competence they achieved at your school.

Take more in, get more out
Make good habits easier to keep

Maintaining a language is great fun, but takes some discipline. GELnet provides the tools to keep it going by making everything more visible, accessible, engaging and instinctive.

The end result: better results for your students.

Make compliance part of the process

Our proven experience and success with EFL endow us with the ability to properly streamline processes – for compliance inspections, for instance. We can both customise your system for internal ease and help it conform to external parameters, helping you keep all of your key data to hand.

Get a system that looks and feels like your school

Every school is unique: your GELnet system can adopt your work-flows, visual ID, content, processes and documents. We help you refine and select options that slot into and complement your resources and environment.

Your school will get expert project management for implementation, training and launch. We fully understand the investment you’re making.
Take more in, get more out

Call us to arrange a meeting; we can also set up an online demonstration version of the GELnet system, customised to your school and using relevant elements.
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